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Introduction  
 
Clarifications 
• Increased tone or decreased tone are diagnoses with symptoms, signs and investigations  
• We are discussing tonight only the digital palpation of tone as a sign  
• This test will of course be performed in conjunction with a full assessment including many 

other signs tests  
• Other signs test that may give further information include: introital gaping, anal gaping,  

flexibility of vaginal opening, relaxation after contraction  
• Tonight we will focus only on palpation of tone  
• Pelvic PT Distance journal club Tone Talks will continue the discussion on tools used to 

measure tone and other components of muscle dysfunction 
 
Important to remember 
• Digital palpation is an indirect measure of combined passive and active tone. It is not 

possible to separate active and passive tone with palpation 
• Palpation is highly variable and subjective – best to combine with investigations for more 

clear and objective data 
 
Frawley 2021 
2.1.13 (External) Tone: state of the muscle, usually defined by its resting tension, clinically 
determined by resistance to passive movement27. The recommended position of the examining 
digit(s) is to place the palmar surface of the examining finger on the ischiocavernosus, 
bulbospongiosus (f) / bulbocavernosus (m) or transverse perineal muscle belly at the thickest 
portion of the muscle belly, per perineum. Pressure or stretch is applied perpendicular to the 
muscle fibres to assess tone.  
2.2.3 (Internal) Tone: The recommended position of the examining digit(s) is to place the 
palmar surface of the examining finger on the leavtor ani, PV or PR. Pressure or stretch is 
applied perpendicular to the muscle fibres to assess tone. 

Key points 
• Location of assessment - Systematically test each surface PFM and internal PFM 
• Method – place palmar surface of examining finger at the thickest part of the muscle. Apply 

stretch perpendicular to the muscle fiber. Davidson 2019 reports “pad of the index finger of 
the dominant hand” 

• Depth of pressure - It is important to consider how much pressure we use to asses PFM tone. 
Fonteyne 2021 describes pressure “to produce deformation of the muscle fibers”. 
Tone is measured with the beginning of passive stretch.  Continued passive stretch will 
assess flexibility of tissue  (better with dynamometry).  

• Grade - resistance to passive movement  
 
 
 
 



Grading scale issues 
• Ideally grade only one property of muscle function (not combined with tenderness or 

flexibility with tone) 
• In psychometrics the fewer choices a scale has the more likely it is to be reliable and 

reproducible  
• We have no normative data to compare 
• Some educators use the thickness of the relaxed thenar eminence as a guide to normal tone 

with the contracted thenar eminence as a guide for increased tone. (Spettel 2012) 
• If the tone decreases at the end of an intervention it does not prove that the tone was 

increased at the start.  Could have been normal tone at the start and it lessened to decreased 
tone after treatment 

 
Types of scales 
• Devreese (2004): females with UI, 3 levels (hypotonic/normotonic/hypertonic) good 

interrater reliability (agreement in 96–98 % of patients) 
• ICS (Frawley 2021): all patients, 3 levels (increased, normal, decreased or hypertonicity, 

normal, hypotonicity), no psychometric testing  
• Lamont (2014): female with vaginismus, 5 levels (0 - 4), includes components such as hip 

muscle contractions and withdrawal behaviors, no psychometric testing 
• Dietz (2008): all patients, 6 levels (0-5), includes components such as size of hiatus and pain, 

moderate test retest reliability (weighted kappa (K)=0.55) with patients and even higher in 
asymptomatic women (K=0.7 – 1.0), interrater reliability (K=0.7 – 1.0). (Loving 2009) 

• Reissing (2005): females with provoked vestibulodynia, 7 levels (+3 to -3) low to moderate 
interrater reliability. "Considering the available evidence about reliability and the specificity 
of the grades assessing only tone component, Reissing’s scale is probably the most suitable 
in a context of assessing heightened PFM tone. With reference to muscle physiology, 
assessment of PFM tone using these scales evaluates the total contribution of all active and 
passive components of muscle tone. In other words, it cannot distinguish between specific 
sources of muscle tone."  (Morin 2016).  

 
SR (Worman 2022) 
• Digital palpation was reported in 42 studies (27.8% of total studies included in SR) 
• Supplement data 3 pages 26 and 27  
• Reissing and Dietz have some reliability data  
• Several other digital palpation measures are reported (most do not have reliability data)  

including ability to relax after contraction with moderate inter-observer reliability (Slieker-
ten Hove  2009) 

• Awaiting second publication with more psychometrics of each of the tools.   
 
Balance point 

• Many levels (Ressing) decreases reliability but gives room for change in tone (ie 
documentation and reimbursement) 

• Fewer levels (ICS, Devresse ) maybe more reliable but may be difficult to show change 
(need more research)  
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